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Abstract
Early supplier involvement and integration is important in product development on strategic as well as on operational, project and
team levels. Saab Aerospace intended to achieve early supplier involvement and high level of integration on all levels in the redesign of
the aircraft JAS 39 Gripen. The research underlying this article shows that the intended strategy was only achieved on the strategic level
and not on the operational project and team levels. One major reason for this was that the design of the work breakdown structure
(WBS) and work packages (WP) in the product development followed the functional and departmental logic within each company
resulting in incompatible structures and preventing communication and information exchange. This article intends to explore how
prevailing functionally designed WBS and WP structures created barriers and to demonstrate how supplier integration can be improved
by designing collaborative WBS and integrated WP. The Dependence Structure Matrix (DSM) is introduced in order to analyze,
visualize and manage interdependencies and information exchange between Saab Aerospace and its supplier on different levels of the
WBS and in different phases of the development process, following the logic of interdependencies and information ﬂow, in order to
support a strategy focusing on integration of suppliers on the project and team level.
r 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Supplier integration; Collaborative product development; Integrated product development; Dependence structure matrix; DSM; Concurrent
engineering

1. Introduction
One major reason for the success of Japanese companies
in general is their competence in collaborating with
suppliers. The Japanese lean production system uses a
small number of suppliers (Womack et al., 1990; Womack
and Jones, 1994), who have responsibility for larger
modules, are involved in the product development work
more intensively, at an earlier stage and continues through
the product life-cycle. The Japanese way of working with
suppliers requires a high level of integration between the
supplier and the systems integrator (Lamming, 1993).
Some empirical evidence suggests that Japanese suppliers
perform four times more engineering work for a speciﬁc
project than US suppliers, while Europeans are somewhere
in between (Clark and Fujimoto, 1991). For this reason,
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the potential beneﬁts of strategic alliances with suppliers
have received considerable attention (Bonaccorsi and
Lipparini, 1994; Fruin, 1992; Lamming, 1989, 1987, Lyons
et al., 1990; Quinn, 1992). The incorporation of suppliers
into a ﬁrm’s development process is considered a major key
to a shorter development cycle and better products (Clark
and Fujimoto, 1991; Backhouse and Brooks, 1996).
In the aerospace industry many aircraft corporations
manufacture only 20–40% of the components and systems
in an aircraft themselves; suppliers are responsible for the
rest. In the Swedish commercial aircrafts Saab 340, Saab
2000, and military aircraft JAS39 Gripen, approximately
80% of the total manufacturing costs are related to
purchasing goods from suppliers (Börjesson et al., 1996;
Danilovic, 1997, 1999). Research by Weiss et al. (1996)
indicates that the situation in the aerospace industry is
similar to that in many other industries, requiring a
high degree of supplier involvement in the development
process based on long-term relations and early supplier
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involvement in design and development teams, joint risk
identiﬁcation and risk sharing, as well as joint target
costing. Some results indicate progress in terms of:







Locating design-build teams at the customer’s site
reduced engineering changes by 50% and cycle time by
25%.
An enhanced cross-functional character of the workforce led to a decrease in the number of job descriptions
for engineers from 103 to 30.
Integrated product teams, products, and process resulted in signiﬁcant improvements in quality, cycle time,
and change orders. The post release engineering charge
rate decreased by 96%.
50% less labour has been used to procure four times the
number of parts, while maintaining high quality (Weiss
et al., 1996).

During the eighties, Boeing developed a wide-bodied jet
aircraft, the Boeing 777, based on ideas of concurrent
engineering, establishing 238 cross-functional teams to
work on the development program. The suppliers were
involved in the concurrent process. Boeing was the
technical systems integrator and introduced concurrent
engineering among its suppliers by applying pressure to the
supply chain. However, researchers indicate that in practice
this close systems integrator–supplier collaboration is less
evident than what could be expected. Klein and Susman
(1995) claim that
[s]ince a large percentage of aircraft component parts
are purchased, supplier involvement in the product
development process is critical. But only 18 of the 63
teams (23%) include suppliers, either full- or part-time
(Klein and Susman, 1995, p. 17).
The ﬁnding from Klein and Susman (1995, p. 5) show
that in the US aircraft industry, integrated product teams
are used mostly in the engineering phase of the product
development (58%), followed by demonstration and
validation (13%), and pilot production (7%). This may
be due to the long product development cycles. In this
situation, it takes several years to achieve the mature stage
of the development process. It is interesting to note that the
initial phase of concept exploration, only 2% is conducted
in cross-functional team settings!
This empirical observation in the aerospace industry
raises important questions. If we know that a suppliers’
involvement in the process of product development is
important and if it leads to substantial positive outcomes,
why is there a discrepancy between the arguments for
increasing supplier involvement and the empirical observations indicating a low level of early involvement and
supplier integration across many development phases from
concept to production and sustain engineering? Further
questions can be raised of how suppliers actually were
involved in the development process in these teams
indicating a low level of involvement. Were they only
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observers, guests, or did they work as full team members?
We can also ask whether the division of work between
suppliers and systems integrator was mutually beneﬁcial or
a contradiction, whether they had the same mission and
goal in teams, and how workﬂow and organizational
routines enhanced or obstructed the team-based work.
1.1. Supplier integration in the development of Saab 39
Gripen
The Swedish aircraft manufacturing company Saab
Aerospace AB has been developing military aircraft since
1937 and has provided the Swedish Air Force with many
different aircraft. JAS39 Gripen is the ﬁrst aircraft in the
new fourth generation of military aircraft such as the
French Rafale, the US F-22 and the European Euroﬁghter
2000. Approximately 3500 people are employed at Saab in
the development and production of military aircraft.
Notably, Saab Aerospace is one of the smallest manufacturers of high-tech military aircrafts in the world developing and producing one of the most advanced aircrafts.
There are only 3–4 competitors on the world market.
The characteristic of the Gripen is its capability to
combine the roles of traditional ﬁghter, attack, and
reconnaissance aircraft. This combination of tasks creates
great ﬂexibility. To ensure ﬂexibility and to accelerate ﬁeld
service, the JAS39 Gripen carries an auxiliary power unit
(APU). This consists of a small jet engine turbine installed
in the rear airframe, which produces air pressure for engine
start, the electronics cooling system, and the emergency
electrical and hydraulic power system. The complete
system is named APESS–Auxiliary Power Engine Starting
System. Initially, the Gripen was designed to carry an APU
developed and manufactured by Microturbo in France.
However, due to new environmental requirements established by the Swedish government, a new APU had to be
developed. After a period of discussions between Saab,
Microturbo in France, and Sundstrand in USA, a decision
was made at Saab that a new APU should be bought from
the US supplier, Sundstrand. Due to a very demanding
time schedule, a concurrent engineering approach had to
be adopted in the development project. The strategy of
Saab was to move towards long-term oriented partnership
collaboration on all corporate levels. On the strategic level
Saab and the supplier agreed to work in an integrated way.
Several measures to ensure integration with the supplier
were taken. A special liaison engineer was located at the
supplier for the whole timetable of the project, numerous
meetings took place between people at Saab and at
Sundstrand, especially among management, special facsimile lines were introduced to enhance secure communication, and mutual adjustment points were scheduled in
order to evaluate the progress of the project. Several Saab
engineers were sent over to the supplier to coordinate work
and occasionally some engineers from the supplier spent
time at Saab. However, on the operational, engineering
level the desired integration was not established. The
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contractual forms between Saab and Sundstrand created a
necessary basis for early involvement and integration of
suppliers. Everybody wanted this. Top-level managers, as
well as project managers and engineers on different levels,
at Saab and at the supplying company wanted it. The
detailed product speciﬁcations clearly stated what the
supplier was expected to deliver. Despite that, lack of
communication about speciﬁcations, and the end-customer’s usage of the aircraft increased uncertainty and
ambiguity. Interestingly, Saab and Sundstrand used
cross-functional teams at both locations, in Sweden and
in USA, but none of these teams were inter-organizationally integrated, in cross-functional teams. The level of
integration in the operational level in the product development work was high within each company’s different
functions, and at the same time low between the
companies. This situation created the basis for the lack of
communication and information exchange between people
in the development of the new APESS.
To understand why engineers at Saab and at Sundstrand
did not collaborate and communicate with each other as
expected on the operational level we must explore some
important issues and prerequisites for engineering work. In
order to perform product development in integrated
settings the engineering work has to be prepared for and
planned for being performed in cross-functional team. This
is done by designing actions of engineers and components
of the product architecture in suitable work packages (WP)
that can be handled by teams in periods of 8–14 weeks. The
analysis of the development work of the two seated JAS 39
Gripen shows that structural aspects of product development, the design of the product architecture and development process, i.e. the design of the work breakdown
structure (WBS) and work packages (WP), was one of the
key elements to collaboration and communication between
departments at Saab. The successful development of the
two seated JAS 39 Gripen was designed and carried out in
more than 400 integrated work packages (Danilovic, 1997,
1999). However, when his analysis was extended and
focused on the early involvement and integration of
suppliers in the APESS project the design of WBS and
WP shoved to be the barrier to supplier integration as they
were done following the departmental logic at Saab and at
Sundstrand. The hypothesis underlying this article is that
the design of the work breakdown structure (WBS) and
work packages (WP) are important issues in understanding
why suppliers were not involved in product development as
expected and crucial if one desires high level of integration
to take place.
1.2. The aim and the outline of this article
The main focus in this article is to identify barriers to
supply integration and to develop an approach to enable
early supplier involvement and integration in product
development on the operational, engineering work level in
cross-functional teams.

The purpose of this article is to investigate the impact of
the work breakdown structure (WBS) and work packages
(WP) in product development on the possibilities to carry
through a strategy of supplier involvement into collaborative practice and to investigate how supplier involvement
can be improved by the design of collaborative WBS and
WP structures. In this article I intend to show how an
alternative WBS and WP design that enables high level of
supplier integration on the engineering level and in
different phases of the product development.
After a brief literature review as the introduction to the
issue, some aspects of supplier involvement and integration
within the aerospace industry are described. Particularly
the speciﬁc issues of the design of work break down (WBS)
and work package (WP) are elaborated. To strengthen the
analysis of the empirical material and as the introduction
to suggested methodological approach, relevant theoretical
literature is presented in the area of managing complex
systems. Finally, in order to elaborate on the design of the
WBS and WPs a new methodological approach is
introduced, Dependence Structure Matrix (DSM). This
approach is applied in one empirical case, on different
WBS levels and in different development phases.
2. Research approach
The general research approach underlying this article is
action-based research. The empirical investigation was
conducted in a longitudinal process, over a ten-year
research period, in close collaboration with Saab Aerospace. Formal interviews, informal conversations, participation in the daily life of engineers and participation in
management teams were the primary methods in use. The
method implies a great deal of what Glaser and Strauss
(1967) call grounded theory as well as thoughts from the
action frame of reference of Silverman (1970). The speciﬁc
empirical data in this article were based on 17 interviews, 7
seminars, 4 workshops at Saab and one with Sundstrand,
the supplier of APU from San Diego, USA, as well as
extensive participation on an everyday basis. The methodology suggested here was elaborated during this research
project and was carried out in close collaboration with toplevel managers, project managers and engineers.
The analyses of WBS and WP presented in this article
have been based on a dialogue situation between engineers
and management from Saab and Sundstrand. The main
feature of using a participatory approach is that the
engineers and management are the main actors, deﬁning
their problems and participating in the creation of the
product development process (Garnsey, 1992). When this
project started, the chosen methodology (DSM as described in this article) was new to people at Saab. Later on
Saab used the DSM approach in real life situations to
change WBS and WP structures. The action-based
approach in this research made it possible to test, evaluate,
and experiment with DSM approach to create structural
prerequisites in terms of redeﬁning the WBS and WP
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structures. The seminars showed that this DSM approach
was feasible, and suggested alternative WBS and WP
designs which were practical from both Saab’s and the
supplier’s perspective.
2.1. Approaches to manage complexity
Complexity in product development can be understood
in terms of the variation of components in the product
architecture, the number of different tasks in the development process, the number of people with different
professions and training involved in organizations, the
number of different technologies used, and the amount of
requirements to be met. Complexity stems from elements
with a multitude of relationships and dependencies, such as
between people, their activities, and the components of
the product, and the organizational and social context in
which product development takes place. This implies that
complexity increases as the number of different organizations are involved such as when suppliers are supposed to
be involved in product development (Simon, 1957, 1962,
1969). The traditional approach to manage complexity of a
product is by systematic decomposition of a product into
components and elements and by integrating components
into chunks and sub-systems. Every product has some kind
of architecture. The purpose of the product architecture is
to deﬁne the basic functional and physical building blocks
and elements of the product in terms of what they do and
what their interfaces are to the rest of the device. Product
architecture is deﬁned by Ulrich and Eppinger (1994) as
‘‘the arrangement of the functional elements of a product into
physical blocks’’. A product can be seen in both functional
and physical terms. The set of functional elements of a
product are the individual operations and transformations
that contribute to the overall performance of the product.
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The set of physical elements of a product are the parts,
components, and subassemblies that ultimately implement
the product’s function. The physical elements of a product
are typically organized into several major physical building
blocks, which are called chunks. (Ulrich and Eppinger,
1994, p. 131).
The principles of decomposition and integration in
product development are shown in Fig. 1. (Based on
Pimmler and Eppinger, 1994, Ulrich and Eppinger, 1994.)
This process of decomposition of a product architecture
and integration of components into subsystems is comparable to the discussion by Lawrence and Lorsch regarding
organizational differentiation and integration (Lawrence
and Lorsch, 1967). In this approach, hierarchical structures
refers to the decomposition of a complex system into a
structured ordering of sets of subsystems, a partitioning
into relationships that collectively deﬁne the parts of any
whole system. The term ‘hierarchy’ is used by Simon (1957,
1962, 1969) in a more general manner than is usually
invoked in organizational economics and organizational
theory, where it typically denotes a relationship based on
subordination to authority.
One approach in analyzing complexity and handling
ambiguity and assumptions, in order to reduce uncertainty
in decision-making, is based on a systematic analysis of the
structure of a system’s design based on its dependencies,
the relations between items and the need for information
exchange between people regarding components in the
product architecture, and their activities in the development process. Product development therefore requires,
careful planning of the decomposition and integration of
components, and coordination of people and integration of
tasks within and between organizations such as systems
integrators and suppliers. In industry in general, decomposition of the product architecture or task structure is

Fig. 1. Managing complexity—the processes of decomposition and integration.
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named Work Breakdown Structure (WBS). The combination, or integration, of components into chunks and
subsystems is named work package (WP). Both of these
terms are practices and generally used in aerospace and
automotive industries. They are well documented in
published material from, for example, the Project Management Institute (2000). Both WBS and WP are hierarchical
structures; see Fig. 1.
The major issue here is related to the logics in the process
of the decomposition of a product, from a higher system
level to its components and integration of components
into sub-systems and ﬁnal product. In every system that
contains a hierarchical structure of components, tasks, and
people, there will be interfaces between them. The major
point in this article is the suggestion that alternative
approach to integration, taking into consideration dependencies between components in the product architecture,
tasks in the process, and between people in team settings, is
crucial to create prerequisites for high level of supplier
integration on the engineering cross-functional team level.
2.2. The dependence structure matrix (DSM) approach to
the design of the WBS and WP structures in product
development
Relations and dependencies between elements such as
components, activities and people are the major characteristics of complex systems. The approach to identify and
model the dependencies in complex systems is known as
Dependence Structure Matrix (DSM). The DSM approach
is based on a problem-solving analysis of relations,
constraints, dependencies and assumptions in order to
deﬁne a problem (Steward, 1981). DSM represents and
visualizes relations and dependencies among tasks and
activities, components and subsystems, and among people
and teams. DSM has been widely used in many different
industries (Browning, 2001).
Fig. 2 shows the principles of matrix-based representations (DSM) compared to a more traditional ﬂow
representation. Fig. 2(a) shows a ﬂow representation of
six items and how they are related to each other. The same
items from Fig. 2(a) are in Fig. 2(b) represented in a
matrix. In a matrix based representation, relations between

items are plotted in rows and columns. The intersections
between rows and columns contain the identiﬁed relation
and dependency information.
Fig. 2(b), DSM representation, reads from left to right
an items row to see its inputs and across its columns to see
its outputs (although the opposite convention, the transpose of the matrix, is also used). For example, the DSM
matrix in Fig. 2(b) shows item A receiving inputs from no
other item while item B receives inputs from item A, item C
receives inputs from item A, and item D receives inputs
from item B and provides an output to element F.
A DSM analysis can be applied on components in a
product architecture, people in organizations, tasks in
processes and those analysis can show how to design
modular structures, team-based organizations and concurrent processes (Eppinger et al., 1994). The information
captured in a DSM analysis is similar to that in a directed
graph or a PERT chart, yet the matrix representation
makes it possible to create a complete model of information ﬂow and dependency analysis in describing and
analyzing complex projects. DSM allows for tasks to be
coupled or independent, unlike the PERT technique.
3. The case study
3.1. Organizing product development in the APESS
project—design of the work breakdown structure (WBS)
The design of the work breakdown structure (WBS) in
the decomposition of the product architecture in the
APESS project was functionally oriented, following the
logic of the basic functional organization at Saab and
the supplier. Fig. 3 shows the WBS of the APESS project
on four product levels.
The decomposition process starts at WBS level 1, the
product level and continues to level 2—the subsystem level,
level 3—the traditional work package level and ﬁnally level
4—the component level. On the WBS level 2 the product
contains four major subsystems developed at Saab (nos.
1–4), one major subsystem developed by the supplier (no.
5), and one subsystem (no. 6) that contain time-critical
components. The WBS on level 2 is identical to the
departments at Saab, boxes with numbers 1–4 while the

Fig. 2. Flow and matrix representation of relations and dependencies.
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Fig. 3. Work breakdown structure (WBS) in APESS on four levels.

box number 5 is supplier related and followed the
departmental logic at Sundstrand. The WBS level 3 shows
original work packages (WP) that were departmentally
designed, (example WP no. 1.3) within the Department of
Engineering, Installation, and Production. Due to the large
number of components of the product architecture, Fig. 3
shows limited number of components on WBS level 4.
Overall, the processes of decomposition and integration in
the APESS project, at Saab and at the supplier, follow the
same functional logic. The consequence of this departmental logic in the decomposition and integration is
obvious on WBS levels 3 and 4. The outcomes of this
process are functionally deﬁned WBS and WP that does
not take into Account the interdependencies between
elements. This situation creates a clear separation between
Saab and supplier, and therefore also low level of
integration on the engineering level in the development
work.
What must be considered is that people in all these WPs
performed tasks that were dependent on each other,
instead of being independent. Dependencies across elements in the WBS and work packages were strong. When
integration with a supplier becomes a strategy, as it was in
the APESS project, this functionally and departmentally
established WBS and WP logic introduces barriers to
communication as engineers did not know who was doing
what and when. Few knew what kind of information others
needed and who could provide them with the important

information they needed. Transparency and situational
visibility were low. Those who created the work breakdown
structure see it as a highway, but those who have to work
with it do not necessarily hold the same view.
One important lesson from the APESS project was that
if a higher level of integration was to be implemented
between Saab and the supplier, the prevailing WBS
structure and WP had to be altered according to some
other logic than the traditional functional logic.
3.2. Application of dependence structure matrix approach in
the APESS project
In this research DSM was applied on all four relevant
WBS levels (WBS level 2–4) (Danilovic, 1999). However, in
this article only levels 2 and 3 are explored.
3.2.1. Dependence structure matrix analysis of the APESS
project on WBS level 2
Fig. 4 shows the initial DSM analysis performed on
WBS level 2. The purpose of this analysis is to identify as
many interdependencies as possible between elements on
this level. To handle the dynamics of product development,
a DSM analysis was conducted in each of the identiﬁable
phases of development from the Concept phase, through
the Development phase, Test and Evaluation phase,
Production phase, to the Customer Support and Sustain
Engineering phase. Phases are identiﬁed according to the
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Fig. 4. Dependence structure matrix (DSM) analysis on WBS levels 2.

practice at Saab. The DSM analysis in Fig. 4 shows in
which product development phase and the level of
interdependence as it was perceived by participants. The
level of interdependence was estimated with numbers 1, 2,
and 3, indicating low level of interdependence, medium,
and high level of interdependence.
From Fig. 4 we can see that amount of interdependencies
are very large and that they occur in different development
phases and with different levels of dependencies. Identiﬁed
interdependence is presented in Fig. 4 by its description,
ﬁrst letter of the phase and number indicating the level of
interdependence.
What is important, from supplier integration perspective, is that supplier related item A5 shows a large number
of dependencies to items A1, A2, and A4, which are Saab
related items on WBS level 2. In other words, this shows
the interface between Saab as systems integrator and
Sundstrand as supplier. It is also noticeable that in the item
A5 engineers from Sundstrand identiﬁed a large number of
dependencies to Saab, much more than engineers from

Saab identiﬁed. This shows that engineers from the
supplier needed a large amount of information from Saab
as systems integrator. The participatory approach, grouporiented process of information gathering and communicating, involving debate and conversation about who
does what, why, when and how, and what kind of
information they need. This conversation reveals relations
and dependence among components and tasks, what kind
of dependence can be identiﬁed, what impact this
dependence has on all the people involved and their tasks,
from different points of view. Finally, this conversation
creates a mutual understanding of how such dependence is
to be handled. The participatory DSM approach creates
situational visibility and thus reduces the perceived
uncertainty.
3.2.2. Dependence structure matrix analysis of the APESS
project on WBS level 3
The DSM analyses on WBS level 3 was more limited in
its scope than the one performed on WBS level 2, presented
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in Fig. 4. While the analysis on WBS level 2 identiﬁed as
many interdependencies as possible, the analysis on WBS
level 3 focused the technical information exchange that was
needed in order to enable engineering work.
In addition, the design of matrixes on WBS level 3 is
different than the matrix design on WBS level 2. On WBS
level 3 the structure in Fig. 3 was used and elaborated in
order to identify elements within each box of the WBS on
level 2. Fig. 5 shows DSM analysis of existing WBS and
WP structure in the APESS project only in the concept
phase of the development process.
In Fig. 5 we can see on the left side the items on WBS
level 3, following the departmental logic (See Fig. 3, WBS
level 2). In the DSM matrix different dependencies are
shown and numbers indicate the level of dependence
between each item involved. Along the diagonal boxes
are drawn in order to point out the existing WP structure.
Those WP (chunks of elements) are deﬁned by Saab as
work packages no. 1–5, as shown in the right part of Fig. 5.
In accordance with Fig. 4, the interface between supplier
related elements and the rest of Saab is signiﬁcant. Fig. 5
shows clearly that there are many important interdependencies in between existing WPs, a large number of
dependencies with level 2 and 3 were pointed out. Some
of those areas represent interfaces between established
work packages while others represent interfaces between
Saab and Sundstrand. Those interfaces were not covered
by any work package. Before this DSM analysis was
performed, neither interdependencies in general nor the
interfaces were identiﬁed, visualized, or communicated
among people. The WBS and WPs design (Figs. 4 and 5)
created a chasm and kept the supplier at arm’s length
despite the strategy of developing integration between Saab
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and Sundstrand. If people are unaware of the interdependencies and the information they need, how can we be sure
that these unknown points of interaction in between WPs
will not cause problems, delays, rework, etc.? The desirable
strategy needed to be supported by collaborative WBS and
WPs. That was not the reality. This conclusion was
supported by individual interviews and in the workshops.
3.3. Towards integration between systems integrator and
supplier—formation of integrated work break down structure
(WBS) and work packages (WP)
Fig. 6 contains a modiﬁed DSM analysis, an alternative
to the established WBS design, based on the information in
Fig. 5. In Fig. 6 the same information is elaborated by
moving rows and corresponding columns in order to ﬁnd
clusters of interdependencies. This elaboration is intending
to deﬁne a number of clusters along the diagonal. Those
clusters represent grouping of elements in the WBS on level
3, potential integrated work packages both within Saab
and with Sundstrand.
In Fig. 6, new boxes are drawn along the diagonal line
indicating that some of the Saab related elements could be
grouped together and some times grouped together with
supplier-related elements. Thus, this clustering along the
diagonal shows that supplier elements could be integrated
with Saab-related elements in a collaborative WBS and ﬁve
integrated work packages, WP 1, WP2, WP 4 and WP5,
were suggested. Only WP 3 was Saab related. These
integrated WPs represent integrated teams, breaking the
established departmental logic in the decomposition and
integration of elements when new WBS and WPs are
deﬁned. Theoretically, there may be a mathematically

Fig. 5. DSM—analysis on WBS-levels 3 ‘‘as-is’’ disintegrated work package structure.
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Fig. 6. DSM—analysis on WBS-levels 3, integrated work package structure.

optimal point, but in practice, different solutions are
possible. The four inter-organizational, supplier-integrated, WPs and one, intra-organizational WP, are more
integrated than before (compare Fig. 5 to Fig. 6). Fig. 6
shows that no matter how rows and columns are
transformed, interfaces will always remain, be present,
and must be handled. The APESS project is an example of
a high degree of dependence between most of the
components. In order to handle interfaces between system
teams, coordination teams are suggested.
3.4. Managing the integrated work break down structure
(WBS) and work packages (WP) in dynamic situations in
product development
As mentioned in the beginning of this article, early
supplier involvement and high level of supplier integration
takes place in few development phases. As shown in
previous analysis the way WBS and WPs are deﬁned
creates prerequisites for the possibilities to integrate
supplier in the process, particularly when this is a strategy
on the engineering level. As seen in Fig. 4 the identiﬁcation
of interdependencies explored not only the content of
interdependencies, but also when it occurs and the strength
of the interdependence.
Fig. 7 shows the outcome of DSM analysis of all ﬁve
phases in the APESS project, Concept, Development, Test
and Veriﬁcation, Production and Sustain Engineering
Phase.
In each of those phases, rows and columns were altered
in the same way as in Fig. 6, in order to ﬁnd the most
integrated clusters along the diagonal. In each of those
ﬁgures, boxes are drawn along the diagonal to show how

potentially integrated WPs could be designed. The boxes
along the diagonal in all DSM analysis in Fig. 7 suggest a
number of supplier-integrated WPs. In the Concept phase
we can identify 4 of 5 supplier-integrated WPs (also seen in
Fig. 6), in Development phase 3 of 5 WPs are supplierintegrated, and in Test and Evaluation phase all 5 WPs are
supplier-integrated, while in the Production phase only
3 of 5 WPs are supplier-integrated, and in the Sustain
Engineering phase all 5 WPs are supplier integrated.
We see in Fig. 7 that product development is a dynamic
process. The pattern of interdependencies varies from one
to another phase, from the concept phase to sustain
engineering product development phase. The density in
matrixes, amount of interdependencies, is highest in the
ﬁrst three phases and substantially fewer are identiﬁed in
the two later phases. One conclusion is that the level of
ambiguity is higher in the beginning, and that is much
more information that needs to be handled, shared and
distributed between system integrator and supplier.
One consequence of this ﬁnding is that the design of WPs
needs to be different in different phases, if high level of
supplier integration is the strategy. This implies that such
proposed DSM analysis has to be done at several occasions
during the process of product development.
4. Conclusions
Although both corporations, Saab Aerospace and
Sundstrand, have developed a mutual strategy stressing
early supplier involvement and integration, it was not
achieved on the operational levels due to the fact that
structural prerequisites on the project and team level did
not support the overall business strategy. The logic in the
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design of the work breakdown structure (WBS) and work
packages (WPs) was traditionally designed on a functional
basis reﬂecting the prevailing organization and did not
support the strategy. The consequence was low transparency, low situational visibility, lack of communication, lack
of integrated tasks and activities, and weak understanding
of what the process of product development means to
engineers within and between corporations.
To achieve the strategy of a high level of supplier
integration on project and team levels, alternative logic has
to be adopted focusing on interdependencies and information ﬂow between people in both companies. Dependence
structure matrix (DSM) methodology is introduced to
elaborate and to design collaborative WBS and integrative
WPs. DSM analysis showed that collaborative WBS and
integrated WPs could be developed in ﬁve different product
development phases, creating prerequisites for intra-corporate integration of functions within Saab Aerospace and
inter-organizational integration with Sundstrand. Such
integrative WPs can support the strategy of supplier
integration in project and cross-functional teams. The
DSM analysis shows also that no matter how integrated
WPs are designed there will always be interfaces that need
to be handled. Therefore coordination team structure,
linking pins, might be applied to handle interfaces between
integrated WPs.
Integrated WPs enables that communication, and the
information exchange, mutual understanding is obtained
on the individual level in both companies. The outcome is
increased transparency and situational visibility. DSM
creates an arena for communication between technical
disciplines, between management and engineers, systems
integrator and suppliers, which is otherwise missing. DSM
enables communication through handshaking and by
formalizing informal communication and information
exchange. DSM provides feedback mechanisms when
discussing the past, present, and future. This feedback
provides information on and knowledge of past projects
and experiences, problems and lessons, goal-seeking
information on the project, its milestones, and consequences for engineers, systems, and engineering teams and
corporations, economic restrictions, the consequences and
interpretations of technical speciﬁcations and requirements, etc.
4.1. Implications for managers

Fig. 7. DSM—analysis in 5 products development phases.

If management has a strategy to achieve early supplier
involvement and integration the WBS and WP has to be
redesigned from the very beginning of the development
process, i.e. projects, in order to design integrative WP.
Therefore, DSM approach has to be used very early in this
process. As the product development is a dynamic process,
DSM approach has to be used at different occasions and
situations.
To enable early adaptation of DSM approach top level
managers have to be committed to such approach, creating
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an arena where such methodology is used, is accepted, and
approved by top management. In addition, the outcome of
such analysis indicates how the old structures need to be
changed in order to create prerequisites for supplier
integration. Management has to be committed to carry
through the strategy in the design of WBS and WP. If not,
the strategy will remain to be a strategy while engineering
practice will be very different.
This approach to DSM focuses on important managerial
aspects of creating prerequisites for handling the uncertainty, the unpredictable factors, which always characterize
complex product development. Management and engineers
needs to ﬁnd an opportunity to analyze a project according
to its mission, goals, and restrictions. When these aspects
are discussed, management and engineers can mutually
shape an appropriate strategy for conducting tasks based
on a common understanding and acceptance of conditions
for the project. This process is labelled by Westley (1990) as
strategic conversation and micro dynamics of inclusion. In
addition, management and engineers can together design
appropriate structures and processes. The subjectivity in
the actor approach becomes a line of action (Garnsey,
1992).
4.2. Limitations of chosen approach
The DSM approach used in this research gives a static
picture of interdependencies and the need for information
exchange at the time of the investigation. DSM approach
has to be used as a ﬂexible approach, repeated as
interdependencies changes over time as the product
development is a dynamic process. DSM should not be
used as a static approach but an approach that reﬂects the
dynamics.
In order to support practitioners practical tools need to
be developed that helps practitioners to do DSM studies in
a simple way. In my research I have developed such
software tool that was used in this article.
4.3. Future research
Managing product development means that several
aspects of complexity and uncertainty have to be handled
simultaneously. The supplier integration in integrative
organizational settings, process design enabling early
involvement, and supplier integration in a modular
product architecture stress that all domains have to be
designed in a way to support each other. Integration of
suppliers requires that all those domains have to be
considered and managed. This article put focus on the
impact of the design of WBS and WP in the product
architectural domain. It is therefore important that
approaches and tools that can support the dynamics of
product development were focus is on the glue, i.e. the ﬂow
of information within and between those domains reﬂecting the dynamics of the product development process.
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